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Catchmaster 288i professional bug trap

©2020 Stores Wal-Mart, Inc. what they say I bought many products at the same time in order to get rid of my fly problem. These fly traps were by far the most effective weapon in my arsenal. If you have flies in your house, get these. I bought enough so every window had at least one trap and my two or three larger



windows. Kendall G.Your best fighting weapon flies these [mouse insects and snakes glue plates] are a must have to use the garage, especially at the edges of garage doors where insects can sneak in and along the walls. It would be good for attic use as well. Also effective in incomplete storage areas of the basement.
AnonymousMy II order - always share with family and neighbors I never felt compelled to write a review but it was for 'em I'm so happy with this product. I tried many other live fishing traps with little or no luck. I ordered over the phone and the assistant was very helpful. I taste with the same peanut butter as I was before
but I don't think it will catch anything. Error!!! 1st night down, 3 mice. Anonymous Catchmaster 288i professional insect trap and monitor - no chemicals, no mess, low cost - as low as 0.62 cents per trap! (Quantity case) don't let bugs get away, catch'em with Catchmaster 288i professional insect traps! Compare to: Max
Trapper, Traper Ltd, Victor Roach Professional Observer, EcoSafe Sticky Bug Trap Catchmaster 288i Professional Insect Trap and Monitor - No Chemicals, No Mess, Low Cost - As low as 0.17 cents per trap! (Quantity case) do not let bugs get away, catch'em with ePest IPM professional insect traps! The Catchmaster
288i (Integrated Pest Control) Professional Insect Trap is 4 traps in 1! It can be used as one large glue board for rats and spiders, a medium-sized trap for spiders, cockroaches and large cockroaches or a small hideout trap ideal for use behind furniture, bedding and other hidden areas. Catchmaster 288i IPM can be used
professional insect traps with flying insect snares (available separately) to pick up clothing mites and flying insects. Best of all, it comes with see through holes and folds in different ways to attract different pests! Catchmaster 288i professional insect trap is simple to use. Tear in 3 small traps, use them as a big trap 1,
stick upside down, sideways, etc. Put 2 traps together and hang in cabinets and panties to attract and catch flying insects. Attracts and captures insects and mice using naturally scented vanilla attraction. Trap 288i professional insect trap is ideal for use in homes, schools, offices, restaurants, bars, day care centers,
medical facilities and practically anywhere insects need to be trapped or monitored. Used by professional pest control companies around the world. For best results, check weekly and replace every 30 days. Catchmaster 288i Professional Insect Trap and Monitoring Features: *IPM Professional Quality schools and Green
Programs * Very Economical and Cost * Natural Vanilla Attractant * Available and Biodegradable * Easy to Use - No Chemicals, No Mess * Flat Mode, Hang Upside Down or Side Fix * Pheromone Moths Available Separately Catchmaster 288i Professional Insect Trap and Monitoring Uses: Homes, Schools, Offices,
Restaurants, Bars, Day Care Centers, Medical Facilities and Anywhere PestS Are A Problem, Or Pest Monitoring for IPM Purposes Required. Catchmaster 288i professional insect trap and mixing monitoring/application: use 1 trap per room, or 1 trap per 100 square feet in food storage areas such as storage cabinets,
etc. To use them, simply peel the protective paper out of the sticky surface. Each sheet of (3) traps can be used as 1 large trap, 1 small trap and 1 medium-sized trap, or 3 small traps. Place traps in areas where insects are hidden such as furniture, equipment, beds, offices, garbage compactors, behind refrigerators, etc.
For cabinets, remove the sticker and place traps on the flat surface or hang them upside down, sideways, etc. To combat moth insects and fly, use 2 full sheet of traps, assemble as shown, place the attractant pheromone at the center of each trap, fold, remove the adhesive on the bottom of the trap and stick together.
Place the wire hanger through the top of the trap and hand in a closet, store or other area where these insects are located. For bed bugs, place flat traps under the beds, along the walls, under night stalls, next to bed legs, etc. Use a piece of tape to secure the side of the trap for carpets or floors. This way, bed bugs can
not crawl under the trap. Catchmaster 288i professional insect trap and monitor target pests: cockroaches, spiders, cockroaches, silverfish, scorpions, moths, flies, nats, gnats and the most crawling insects. Not recommended for use: Asian beetles, boxelder bugs, stinkbugs, outdoor, palletto bugs, molluscs, snails.
Contact us for specific information about the control of these pests. Insects and spiders can infect an indoor space at any time if they are not treated quickly. All it takes is to set up catchmaster 288i insects and spider traps in the area to monitor and eliminate infection. Traps come in handy when toxic granules and gel
bait can not be used. Just set traps in the target area and keep monitoring trapping pests for months. How Catchmaster 288i Traps Action Catchmaster 288i Traps Work Wonders in Capturing Flies and Other Insects in Homes and Businesses. Comes with a food mps that cover the entire surface of the panels. The smell
entices insects to the painting, where they become trapped without any possible way of escaping. The panels facilitate the monitoring and identification of epidemics, as well as the severity of the population in general. Where to use 288i insect traps Catchmaster 288i insects and grapes can be used indoors to detect,
monitor and capture various insect pests. Use them in homes to keep an eye on the outbreak, and put them in offices and other companies to hunt stubborn insects. They're perfect for warehouses and others Buildings where insects harass workers. Each trap has adhesive support, making it easy to place it on a wall or to
keep it stuck on a horizontal surface. The adhesive lasts for a year under the right conditions, so it is possible to monitor injuries for a long time in the same area. Target pests these traps are made to capture a variety of insect pests in the target area. Use them to attract creeping and flying pests such as fruit flies, gnats
and house flies. They will also catch ants in cockroaches tanks and under the sink. Place these traps on the floor behind the furniture to capture the pests they travel to. Since they can be placed on walls, they are ideal for capturing pests such as silverfish, spiders and more. The advantages of Catchmaster 288i glue
traps traps are an effective alternative to baits and sprays. They are non-claxito and can be placed inside to capture insects and spiders. Traps are made of disposable cardboard, so they are environmentally friendly. Traps can be a useful part of the Organic Integrated Pest Management Program (IPM) to monitor and
trap insects and pesky spiders. Some of the other benefits of these glue traps include: for use in homes and businesses contains food grade molasses traps brown reclusive and other spiders makes it easy to monitor the activity of easily disposable pests once full temptation of insects and spiders with Catchmaster 288i
traps once these Catchmaster 288i insects and grapes traps have been placed in the area, it does not take long for them to attract pests from hiding. The clear window makes it easy to see the inside and monitor trapped pests. Traps have convenient adhesive support to make their placement on walls or on floors simple
and easy. They stay in place for up to a year and continue to catch insects until they're complete. Specification specs manufacturer Paragon container size 72 per carton case amount 4x (1x72 carton) amount app see label for details. Labels and SDS forms data bread crumbs = spiders;&gt; insects and spiders can infect
an internal space in no time if they are not dealt with quickly. All it takes is to set up catchmaster 288i insects and spider traps in the area to monitor and eliminate infection. Traps come in handy when toxic granules and gel bait can not be used. Just set traps in the target area and keep monitoring trapping pests for
months. How Catchmaster 288i Traps Action Catchmaster 288i Traps Work Wonders in Capturing Flies and Other Insects in Homes and Businesses. Comes with a food mps that cover the entire surface of the panels. The smell entices insects to the painting, where they become trapped without any possible way of
escaping. The panels facilitate the monitoring and identification of epidemics, as well as the severity of the population in general. Where to use 288i insect traps Catchmaster 288i insects and grapes can be used indoors to detect, monitor and capture various insect pests. Use them in homes for Eye on outbreaks, put
them in offices and other companies to hunt stubborn insects. It's ideal for warehouses and other industrial buildings where insects harass workers. Each trap has adhesive support, making it easy to place it on a wall or to keep it stuck on a horizontal surface. The adhesive lasts for a year under the right conditions, so it is
possible to monitor injuries for a long time in the same area. Target pests these traps are made to capture a variety of insect pests in the target area. Use them to attract creeping and flying pests such as fruit flies, gnats and house flies. They will also catch ants in cockroaches tanks and under the sink. Place these traps
on the floor behind the furniture to capture the pests they travel to. Since they can be placed on walls, they are ideal for capturing pests such as silverfish, spiders and more. The advantages of Catchmaster 288i glue traps traps are an effective alternative to baits and sprays. They are non-claxito and can be placed inside
to capture insects and spiders. Traps are made of disposable cardboard, so they are environmentally friendly. Traps can be a useful part of the Organic Integrated Pest Management Program (IPM) to monitor and trap insects and pesky spiders. Some of the other benefits of these glue traps include: for use in homes and
businesses contains food grade molasses traps brown reclusive and other spiders makes it easy to monitor the activity of easily disposable pests once full temptation of insects and spiders with Catchmaster 288i traps once these Catchmaster 288i insects and grapes traps have been placed in the area, it does not take
long for them to attract pests from hiding. The clear window makes it easy to see the inside and monitor trapped pests. Traps have convenient adhesive support to make their placement on walls or on floors simple and easy. They stay in place for up to a year and continue to catch insects until they're complete.
Specification specs manufacturer Paragon container size 72 per carton case amount 4x (1x72 carton) amount app see label for details. Labels and SDS data models -price = currency data = USD&gt; products products recently displayed
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